
Must look at other possible explanations for an effect-
Causal Principle: Somethings causes something else-
A statement of causality requires a antecedent to precede or coincide with the consequent in 
time

-

Necessary Cause: A certain event/effect only occurs when the certain cause is present, 
however the cause's presence does not always result in the effect

-

Sufficient Causes: Cause A always results in the effect B, however effect B can result also from 
cause C

-

Contribution cause: Cause A makes effect B possible but effect B does not occur all the time-

Cause and effect Reasoning

If A then B-

Antecedent: If you wear the red dress
Consequent: I will wear my blue one

Consists of an antecedent and a consequent-

Not statements of causality but causality may apply-
Conditional statements do not require a temporal order-

Conditional Reasoning

Relationship between two independent variables-
Does not prove a causal relationship-

Correlation

Non-fiction - nonmedical
Sunday, 22 November 2015 6:04 PM
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Love and Beauty
Cont: Beauty is not the basis of true love

Parents and child
Child and Parents
Siblings
Friends

Platonic love-
B1: Love is not based off of physical attraction

Lust enables two people to meet allowing for the love to perspire-
B2: Physical attraction can be the catalyst of love

Personality
Seeing the beauty in habits or rituals
When we lose someone it is their personality and their rituals that we miss, not their 
physical appearance

Being able to see the beauty within someone is the basis of love-
B3: Love is the beholder being able to see the  beauty in everything one is and does

Conc: Society must realise that the superficiality of beauty does not perspire true love

Laughter (A48)
Cont: Humanity has the ability to laugh at oneself

Comedians and Youtube personalities make fun of themselves-
B1: People can embrace their own flaws and failures

These people can at other times see the humour
Bullying: When we are laughed at rather than with-

B2: In some contexts people may not see the humour in one's actions despite others seeing it

Allows for relief from failure and a distraction-

Confidence and opportunities
Embrace your flaws-

B3: Being able to laugh at yourself is important

Conc: Being able to laugh at yourself develops overtime but ensures we relax and don't take 
ourselves to seriously. Allowed for progress. 

Priorities and Government (A47)
Cont: Society and governments have lost sight of what is important and its priorities

Money used on weapons could be used elsewhere such as homeless or unemployed
We spend billions on defence
Last year increased spending against terrorism

Funds towards defence and overseas wars-
B1: Governments spend money in areas which are unnecessary

B2: The majority eventually come around and address important matters

Plan
Wednesday, 24 February 2016 9:31 PM
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DNA  -Transcription-> mRNA -Translation-> Protein

Contain all the DNA required to produce a single RNA molecule and thus a polypeptide-
Exons (coding regions) and Introns (non-coding regions)-

Gene

RNA Polymerase-
Template read from the 3'->5'-
Produced from 5'->3'-
Occurs in the nucleus in Eukaryotes-

Transcription

Intron removed to produce mature mRNA-
Occurs in Eukaryotes only in the nucleus-

mRNA Processing

Have Uracil instead of Thymine-
mRNA

Codes for an amino acid-
Composed of 3 mRNA nucleotides-

Codons

Have the anticodons-
Bring in the correct amino acid during transcription-

tRNA

Methylamine  is the first amino acid-
Initiation: Ribosome binds the mRNA and the Methylamine tRNA in the P-site-
Elongation: Binding of the next tRNA forming a peptide bond between the amino acids 
catalysed by peptidyl transferase and ATP

-

Termination: Stop codon results in the dissociation of the ribosome releasing the polypeptide 
into the ER for polypeptide folding

-

Translation

Transcription and Translation
Monday, 30 November 2015 5:22 PM
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1 atm = 1.01x105Pa = 760mmHg = 760 torr

Gas molecules are in continuous random motion-
Total volume of the gas molecules are negligible compared to the volume of the container 
they are in

-

Repulsive and attractive forces are negligible between gas particle due to their distance-
Collision of molecules with the wall f the container leads to pressure-
Energy can be transferred between as molecules by collisions-
The absolute temperature of a gas is proportionate to its average kinetic energy-
As a specific temperature the molecules of different gases will possess the same average 
kinetic energy

-

Kinetic Molecular Theory of Gases

PV=nRT-
Good at low pressure and high temperature-

Ideal Gas Law

For a mixture of gases the total pressure is equal to the sum of the pressures that each of the 
gases would exert alone

-

Pt = P1 + P2-
Pi = Xi Pt-

Partial Pressure (Dalton's law)

Denoted by u-
The speed of a molecule that possesses average kinetic energy-
E = 1/2mu2-

Root Mean Square Speed

Effusion is the escape of gas molecules through a small hole into an evacuated space-
Rate of effusion = 1/root(Molar Mass)-
Larger the molecule the slower the rate of effusion-

Effusion

A = how attracted the gas molecules are to each other

Accounts for mocules reducing pressure exerted by pulling molecule away from wall
Nb accounts for the difference between the volume of the container and the volume of 
the gas

Van der Waals equation: -

Real Gases

Gas Laws
Wednesday, 25 November 2015 1:57 PM
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Separation of components of liquid mixtures through boiling and condensation-
Components are separated by differing volatilities or their ability to vaporise-

Distillation

The product that is formed from distillation which has been vaporised and condensed-
Distillate

Normal distillation except with a fractioning column which condenses  some of the less volatile 
material returning it back to the flask allowing only the most volatile components to become 
distillate

-

Efficacy of distillation is better-

Reflux Distillation

Distillation
Tuesday, 15 December 2015 1:18 PM
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Transverse waves-
Do not require a medium to pass through-
C = 3 x 108 m/s-

Light Waves

Denoted by n-

V = speed of light in the material in question
N = c/v-

Refractive index is how much light slows down in a material compared to a vacuum-
REMEMBER: Violet has more letters, therefore more refraction; High frequency means high 
refraction

-

Refractive index

An interface between two mediums causes light to reflect at an angle identical to the incident 
angle as well as to refract and transmit across the interface

-

Light bends inwards when it slows down

Snell's Law: -

Reflection and Refraction

Critical angle: Refractive angle is 90° when moving to a lower refractive index material-
Total internal reflection occurs when the incident angle is equal to or greater than the critical 
angle

-

Results in all of the light reflecting-
c = sin-1(n2/n1)-

Total internal reflection

A concave mirror will give a focal point in front of the mirror giving a real focus-
A convex mirror will give a focal point behind the mirror giving a virtual focus (f and I is 
negative)

-

Focal length of convex and concave mirrors is half the spheres radius-
A focal point in front of the mirror gives a real image-
A focal point behind the mirror gives a virtual image-
Focal length of a mirror is half of the mirror's radius-

Mirrors

Lenses

Light Waves 3min 30
Tuesday, 1 December 2015 9:27 PM
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Lenses use refraction and curved surfaces to focus or divert light-

F = focal length
R1, R2 = radius of curvature of light entering and exiting side respectively (negative if 
concave, positive if convex)

-

P = object distance from lens
I = distance from lens to image
F = focal length

-

A real image is behind the lens or on the opposite side of the object-
A virtual image is in front of or on the same side as the object-

AKA convex lens-
A ray parallel to the central axis will pass through F2-
A ray that passes through F1 will emerge parallel to the central axis-
A ray that passes through the centre of the lens does not change course-
Produces an inverted image on the other side of the lens as the object-

Converging Lens

Produces a non-inverted image on the same side as the object-
A ray parallel to the central axis will change direction so that is passes through F1-
A ray whose original path intercepts F1 will emerge parallel to the central axis-
A ray that passes through the centre of the lens does not change course-

Diverging Lens

Where an image would form if an object was placed at infinity-
Focal length

M = ±-

Magnification
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